This paper conlains results from ascent guidance studies conducted at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. The studies include investigation of different guidance schemes for a variety of potential launch vehicles. Criteria of a successful ascent guidance scheme are low operations cost, satisfaction of load indicator constraints, and maxinlization of performance. Results show that open-loop designs as a function of altitude or velocity are preferable to designs that are functions of time. Optimized open-loop trajectories can increase performance while maintaining load indicators within limits. Closed-loop atmospheric schemes that involve linear tangent steering or feedback of velocity terms for trajectory modification did not yield any improvement. Early release of vacuum closed-loop guidance, including use during solid rocket booster operation, yields some improvements. Evaluation of a closed-loop optimization scheme for flying through the atmosphere shows no advantages over open-loop optimization. Dispersion study results for several potential guidance schemes and launch vehicles are included in the paper and are not a discriminator between guidance schemes. The prirnary cost driver is mission operations philosophy, not choice of guidance scheme. More autonomous guidance schemes can help in movement towards a philosophy that would reduce operations costs.
Introduction
A good ascent guidance scheme can help by reducing cost, reducing load indicators, and increasing performance. According to a 1988 study on the Space Shuttle, about 20% of each mission's cost is due to mission design. This is not primarily due to design of trajectories, but rather to the extensive effort expended to ensure that the trajectories will be successfully flown and satisfy Table 2 demonstrate that use of time is the most sensitive The flight profile is biased to the first wind profile of each pair and then flown to the second of the pair. The criteria used to judge the cases was again the mass to orbit. Comparing the cases resulting in lowest masses to orbit, there is again very little difference between profiles designed by altitude and those designed by velocity. For the l0 wind profile cases that gave the worst performance, the differences in mass to orbit between the profile based on velocity and the profile based on altitude are 52, 21, 14, 35, -2, -4, 51, 7, 37, and 23 Ibm. Although the cases are close, the velocity results again appear to be slightly better. To allow for Q-a profile changes and to maintain a flexible solution, a slightly more complex procedure will be investigated here than in Fernandes et al. [12] .
In this procedure, the pitchover is optimized with a number of constant pitch rates until the Q-a constraint curve is reached (similar to Fig. 31 can move off the minimum of the constraint curve, constrained vacuum closedloop guidance takes over. Iterations on the initial pitchover parameters, the launch azimuth, and target node accomplish the optimization. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of this procedure. Results for this method will be given later. (Table 5) . Maximum dynamic pressure can be constrained, with some loss in performance (but with a result still better than with IGM only). Note, from Table 5 , that there is a smaller performance gain for vehicles that are more sluggish (see Table I ). optimal for flight in a vacuum over a flat Earth. The presence of the atmosphere makes the assumption no longer valid, so that linear tangent steering very early is not optimal, in fact, the vehicle must pitch over at a more rapid rate before moving to the linear rate (see Fig. 1 ). Second, the presence of the atmospheric constraints during the high dynamic pressure region forces the trajectory to fly far off a linear tangent profile, so that the period before the constrained portion must set up the proper conditions for the constrained portion, rather than being forced to fly a linear tangent scheme. profiles from the two design trajectories (Fig. 7) . When the vehicle is in flight, the measured vertical and horizontal speeds are fed back into the guidance logic, which uses the functions to determine the desired pitch profile. This profile would presumably be closer to the optimal profile that would result if the dispersions that were actually seen were modeled in the trajectory design. A number of dispersions will behave like thrust dispersions in yielding an acceleration impact on the vehicle. The high and low thrust trajectories can be wind-biased, if desired. Table 6 show that BOMAAG is slightly worse for performance, when compared to ERIGM, the early-release of IGM (at 100 seconds et al. [12] . This latter procedure would yield a smaller onboard software package for a single, mature launch vehicle.
Single Pass Trajectory

Results in
In the closed-loop scheme developed under the current research, the trajectory is completely optimized prior to liftoff (using the procedure described earlier).
Then, during the early ascent, and based on current navigation data, the trajectory takes one step each guidance cycle towards a better solution. This scheme will give the best performance possible of any closed-loop scheme released at liftoff, since it reoptimizes the entire trajectory at each guidance cycle. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the procedure.
Optimization ends after the vehicle enters the constrained region. Table 7 gives the root-sum-square results for dispersions for the different guidance schemes and vehicles that were examined.
The booster steering errors generally affected the accuracy of the orbit injection more than they affected the performance or the load indicators. However, the dispersions do not appear to be a clear discriminator between guidance schemes.
The closed-loop load indicator dispersions are less when the closed-loop guidance (IGM) is released later, but this does not affect the overall maximum load indicators.
Summary and Conclusions
This paper contains results t'mm ascent guidance studies conducted at the NASA 
